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The Latest No-Creel Warping Technology for Short-run Beam - LUTAN.com 
 

CCI’s latest LUTAN.com represents a remarkably new warping method.  It makes you effortlessly 

take advantage of high efficiency and convenience in terms of No-Creel and more features.  

Whether your warp requirement is for full-width sample or small quantity production, LUTAN.com 

can fully meets your various needs.  Do you want to know how we did it?  Check it out now at 

https://youtu.be/U9YAvdAOVuM and share it with everyone you know! 

 

 

CCI 20th Anniversary 
 

It is hard to believe that CCI is now 20 !  CCI would like to 

thank all our customers, partners and team members for 

your continued support.  Over these years, we have 

established a new approach to sampling in the weaving 

industry.  The demand for sampling has never been that 

serious before.  Now, CCI’s solutions have become a must 

and necessary tool for sampling.  We have changed the mindset of the people in the industry.  

Everyone now knows the importance of sampling and is willing to invest in it.  We have launched a 

series of products to help customers adapt to fast-changing market and a wide variety of sectors 

including technical fabric, medical textile, consumer electronics and more, further contributing to the 

growth of the whole industry.  To celebrate CCI’s 20th anniversary, we will release the latest design 

and editing software SEdit Pro for free.  If you are interested in trying it out first, just contact us at 

info@ccitk.com or your CCI agent. 
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The Opening of Towel Sampling Laboratory 

Established by TTRI 
 

The new towel sampling laboratory established by Taiwan 

Textile Research Institute (TTRI) held its opening ceremony 

in last October in Yunlin County, Taiwan.  The lab provides 

vertically integrated services that include consultation, fast 

sampling, manufacturing, product design, dyeing, finishing, 

marketing channel, and more.  And CCI is honored that 

the lab has chosen our sampling solution of Evergreen II 

J900 for Terry (Jacquard Terry Sampling Loom) and Mini 

Lutan 900 (Single-end Warping Machine).  In the future, 

we expect to work with TTRI to provide more complete 

solution to reduce the product launch time and improve the 

manufacturing process for the towel industry. 

 

 

Product Video Released 
 

We have released 2 product videos, Kebalan (Servo Loom) and The Studio (Premium Loom).  

Watch it on CCI Youtube channel now and be sure to stay tuned by tapping “Subscribe” button! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Holiday Schedule   

Tomb sweeping day: 4 ~ 5 Apr       
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